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Background  

• Drug-centered repositioning

– One drug may perturb multiple biological systems, and hit 
more than one target (receptors, enzymes, transporters, organs ……)  

– Disease-centered repositioning (or symptom centered)

– Similar and dissimilar clinical presentations might share  
pathophysiological mechanisms  hence, be affected by the 
same drug

• Antiepileptic drugs for BPD and epilepsy, or Thalidomide 
for MM and Leprosy

– Use of AE to achieve a therapeutic goal

• Antipsychotics for insomnia 





Can a journal and an annual conference constitute 
evidence that drug repurposing is relevant? 



Does an increasing number of publications constitute 
evidence that drug repurposing is relevant? 

1/3 of the FDA approvals in the last decade were repositioned drugs  





What are the “shortcuts” of repositioning?*

• Known bioavailability in water and fat, predicted potency at the 
target of interest, metabolism 
– Savings on preclinical development and occasionally on phase I (1/4 to 1/3 of the 

total development cost) and reducing the cost of phase II/III 

• Time to market
– 5-7 years earlier 

• Safety 
– AE not predictable from preclinical development  but apparent in phase II(20%) and 

phase III (30%).

• Formulation, manufacturing  

• All over a success rate of >20% vs. <10% for de novo development 

*However, more drugs enter clinical development the expensive phase of development 



Serendipity = Chance + astute medical observation 

“Chance favors the prepared mind.” L. Pasteur

If you go fishing and you don’t know what a fish looks like, you will 
certainly find something; it just won’t be a fish.



Does rational drug design impede serendipity? 

• The quest for rational drug design based on translational 
research
– Constricts the domain of drugs of interest by singling out for clinical trial only 

those compounds which basic research and theory suggest might alter 
psychopathology

– Is our understanding of the pathophysiology of mental illness sufficient for the 
task?

• Reduction in the amount of time clinicians have to observe 
patients
– Closing of long-term care mental hospitals and reliance on scales to demonstrate 

efficacy.  

• Reliance on the double-blind placebo controlled design to 
demonstrate efficacy
– Outcome is the group average, and idiosyncratic responses of individuals and 

subgroups are viewed as background noise or errors, and are frowned upon by 
regulators, reviewers, and journal editors,



Are parallel development and expanded indication 
true repositioning or tricks of the trade? 

• Parallel development 

– E.g. duloxetine for MDD, GAD, Diabetic peripheral 
neuropathic pain, fibromyalgia, chronic musculoskeletal 
pain

• Expanded indication

– antipsychotics from schizophrenia to BPD and MDD

– antidepressants from MDD to GAD and PTSD



Where to find candidates drugs for repositioning? 

• Marketed drugs (4000-5000 drugs)

• Shelved drugs (2000-3000  in libraries) {human ready drugs not just 

molecules}

– Failed on efficacy for the primary intended indication in 
phase II/III

– Unaccepted AE  for the primary intended indication

– Commercially unattractive 
• short patent life  

• Competition

• Reimbursement 

• Original developer ran out of $



Where to find candidates drugs for repositioning? 

• “Half-baked drugs” developed in academia 

• Changing delivery route or pharmacokinetic 
of marketed or shelved drugs

• Data bases

– Government(s)  

– Big and small pharma 

– Specialized archives   



Is repositioning the panacea for increasing costs and 
decreasing productivity in drug development? 

• Is there a clear-cut distinction between sophisticated  
repositioning and de-novo development?

• Is repositioning a cheap shortcut which might delay and 
impede breakthrough, original drug development?  




